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ERRATA

ARBOR VITAE

Embroidery, p.90 
FRINGE LILY 
Small side petals

The number of strands was omitted 
from the instruction to work the German 
knotted blanket stitch. The instruction 
should read:

Fill each half of each petal with German 
knotted blanket stitch using two strands 
of BN for the upper half and BE for the 
lower half.

Embroidery, p.91 
FRINGE LILY 
Large side petals

An incorrect thread was given to work 
the lower half of the large side petals. 
The instruction should read:

Leaving a small gap along the upper 
edge of the shape for the gilt check 
outline, fill the shape with herringbone 
stitch using CN. Lace the herringbone 
stitch using Z. Work a row of heavy 
chain along the lower edge of the petal, 
beginning at the base and using CN.

PUT YOUR FEET UP

Embroidery, p.129

The incorrect stitch was given to work 
the waratah stem. The instruction 
should read:

Work the stem with three rows 
of chain stitch using AE.
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Embroidery, p.93 
GUMNUTS 
Leaves

Padding was inadvertently mentioned in 
the instructions for attaching the leather 
leaf shaping. The instructions should 
read:

Check the fit and trim if necessary. 
Using a waxed length of CV, attach the 
leather over the inner leaf design with 
stab stitch, working from the fabric into 
the leather and beginning with strategic 
points, then between the points at 2mm 
(1⁄16") intervals.

Liftout Pattern, sheet 2 
Embroidery design

The sepals for the Sturt Desert Rose 
were omitted from the pattern sheet 
and the spacing of the beads for the 
Cornflower do not need to be transferred 
to the fabric.

See the page 4 for the updated 
embroidery design.



Feather stitch 232

Fishbone stitch 209

Fly stitch 232

Four-sided stitch 209

French knot 232

German knotted blanket stitch 210

Ghiordes knot 232

Griffin stitch variation 210

Heavy chain stitch 211

Herringbone stitch / 
close herringbone stitch 212

Honeycomb filling stitch 212

Honeycomb trellis filling stitch 213

Hungarian braided chain 213

Interlaced chain stitch variation 214

Italian picot 214

Knotted pearl stitch 215

Laced herringbone stitch 216

Long and short blanket stitch 232

Long and short stitch 232

Needlelace filling 216

Needlelace – Triple Brussels 217

Needlewoven picot 218

Outline stitch 232

Overcasting 232

Padded satin stitch 232

Pistil stitch 233

Portuguese knotted stem stitch 218

Raised chain band 219

Raised fishbone stitch 220

Raised stem stitch 220

Reverse chain stitch 221

Back stitch 231

Battlement couching 199

Beaded back stitch 199

Beaded chain stitch 200

Beaded Palestrina stitch 200

Beading 231

Blanket stitch 231

Blanket stitch pinwheel 231

Braid stitch 201

Bullion chain stitch 201

Bullion knot 231

Burden stitch 202

Cast-on stitch 231

Chain stitch 231

Chipping 202

Colonial knot 231

Coral stitch 231

Corded detached blanket stitch 203

Couching 231

Cretan stitch 203

Cross stitch 231

Cross stitch trellis filling 204

Cutting out a wired shape 204

Detached blanket stitch 231

Detached chain 232

Detached twisted chain 232

Diagonal cross filling stitch 205

Double bar satin stitch blocks 206

Double cast-on stitch 206

Double ribbon stitch 207

Double trellis stitch 208

Drizzle stitch 208

Rhodes stitch 221

Rope stitch 222

Satin stitch 233

Satin stitch padding 222

Scalloped blanket chain stitch 223

Seed stitch 233

Sinking metal threads 
with a needle 223

Sinking thread tails with a lasso 224

Sinking wire tails 224

Spanish knotted feather stitch 225

Split back stitch 233

Split stitch 233

Split stitch variation 233

Square eyelets 225

Stab stitch 233

Stem stitch 233

Straight stitch 233

Surface satin stitch 233

Trellis couching 233

Trellis with cross stitch couching 226

Turning corners with pearl purl 226

Twisted chain stitch 233

Wave stitch 227

Wheatear stitch 227

Whipped back stitch 233

Whipped chain stitch 228

Whipped spider web 228

Whipped stem stitch 228

Wing stitch filling 229

Woven trellis couching 229

Wrapped trellis couching 230

STEP-BY-STEP STITCHES & STITCH GLOSSARY INDEX

In the index for the step-by-step stitches and stitch glossary on page 198, there was an error in 
the page numbers indicated for each stitch - each is two pages short of the actual page numbers.

This errata pdf lists the correct page numbers for each stitch.
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ARBOR VITAE

EMBROIDERY DESIGN
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